Words on the Move
A Day of Talks and Performances Across Languages

1 November
Keynes Library
43 Gordon Square
Birkbeck College, University of London

1pm — Professor Marina Warner (Birkbeck) Introductory Remarks

1:15pm — Dr Steve Willey (Birkbeck) ‘Multi-Lingual Workshops’

1:30pm — Keynote Address, Dr Caroline Bergvall ‘Methods of Engagement’

2:30pm — Dr Camilla Nelson, (Schumacher College) ‘Performative Reflections on “Reading Movement” in Palestine’

4pm — Paula Claire, ‘Yet More War...and Peace’ (performance inviting creative response)

5pm — Dr Atef Alshaer, (University of Westminster) ‘Individual and Collective Voices in the Poetry of Mahmoud Darwish’

5:30pm — Fuensanta Zamrana Ruiz ‘The Language of Violins: Teaching at the Baramboim-Said Foundation’

6pm — Roundtable, Chair: Professor Matthew Reynolds (St Anne’s College, Oxford University)

A collaboration between the Stories in Transit project and the Contemporary Poetics Research Centre (Birkbeck)

www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/words-on-the-move-tickets-28695709640